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13. What do you expect from this 
project?33 responses

Nothing

I look forward to seeing children from 

other countries and seeing how the 

holidays are with them and other things

I want to meet new people.

To meet new people.

I want to meet new people

7

i expect to learn something new like 

heritage ,culture ,language ,traditions.

I expect to learn something new about 

some other countries, 

heratage,nationalities,and most important 

of all to make a great expiriance.

I expect that all of us have our nationality 

and culture and that's important for our 

country.

From this project i expect to learn 

something new about other countries, their 

cultures and heriatige.

Learn thing about the cultural differences.

I expect from this projet new friends.

I expect adventure

Experience

Travelling

travels

Get a new experience, learn new countries 

and their traditions, travel opportunities

I received new knowledge and interesting facts about the worldю

People making new friends, travelling across the globe or taking interest 

in other cultures.

Journey

Have more friends from Europe

I want to see the culture, language and system of other countries.

I want to speak English better.

I love learning cultures so,I want to learn more cultures

First, I want to develop my English. Because I love English so much and 

if I learn it well, it will be good for my future. But the important thing is 

not that. I want to learn other cultures and their traditional things. 

Because in this world, we're all living together. For that we should know 

each other. If we don't, we should search and travel. And yes, I don't 

know so much thing about Romania, Lithuania, Serbia or North 

Macedonia. But I'm searching and if I win the exam and have a chance 

for going abroad, I want thic chance and I will get it.

ı expect from this protect I will learn important things

I want to learn another countries cultural heritage

Get to know each other better ♡

I expect a good travel,New friends and to learn different cultures.

I expect good results.

From this project, I expect to meet new friends and learn new cultures 

and traditions.

Learning different cultures and understanding them better

Waiting for World Peace



14. Do you have a message for your 
European friends?33 responses

No

Yes

Hello!!!Kiss You!!

i don't have european friends :))

Hiii! I miss you very much!

7,56

I hope we will meet sometimes and we 

will be good friends.

My messange for my friends is-I can wait 

to meet you.

I can't wait to meet each other and have 

fun together.

I hope we can meet each other and become friends.

I can't wait to meet you!

My message for my European friends is to visit Noth Macedonia

yes

No, I don't.

no

of course! hey my european friends! are you excited for this project? i am so excited because i have never seen any 

other countries.

Let's teach each other our cultures!

I want to meet with all of you. I'm really excited for that. I hope that, COVID-19 just end, then I can come to Europe 

and see you friends. Have a nice day🥰
I love you I hope I can see you and I can speak english with you

I want to meet you

We are all friends ,
Stay healthy and happy ♡

Yes.I have good messages for Turkey.Turkey is a perfect country.Turkey has great people,great historical 

places,great weather and of course great meals.İf they come to turkey they are lucky.

Take care of yourself.

Live in health

Nobody has the chance to define their places of birth, but they have the chance to share their cultural

Yes, I wish I could


